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In this paper we examine the minimal-program complexity (i.e., the length of a 
shortest program for computing the initial segments) of recursively enumerable and 
A S sequences. We determine bounds on the upper and lower extent of these sequences 
within the complexity hierarchy. Many of these bounds are the best which can be 
effectively specified. Also the density of these sequences within the hierarchies is 
investigated. Of particular interest is the construction ofnonrecursive s quences which 
are, in a complexity sense, extremely simple and easy to compute. 
As the title of this paper indicates we are interested in examining the extent and 
density of sequences within the minimal-program complexity hierarchies. We will be 
concerned here only with recursively enumerable (r.e.) sequences (i.e., characteristic 
functions of r.e. sets) and A 2 sequences (i.e., H 2 n Z 2 in the Kleene hierarchy); the 
former because of their importance to investigators in this area as well as their im- 
portance in general, and the latter because they arise naturally from many of the 
constructions presented here. That is to say, it seems to be the case generally that if 
one wishes to construct a sequence satisfying certain complexity constraints, then if 
any exist, one can find a A 2 sequence satisfying those constraints. As a result of the 
investigation carried out here, one can show for example, that there are nonrecursive 
(A2) sequences which are extremely simple (i.e., computable by extremely short 
programs) and easy to compute (i.e., computable by fast programs). It is also shown 
that in some cases, having specified a particular complexity, one can find a (As) 
sequence of that complexity. 
To assist the casual reader proofs for the more difficult theorems will be presented 
at the end of the paper. Several of the theorems presented here have been proved 
elsewhere (see [1, 5, 8, 9]) and are included here for completeness. Also, some of the 
theorems actually are corollaries of stronger theorems. In these cases the stronger 
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theorem will be stated and proved in the section for proofs. We now present the defini- 
tions and notation needed for the statements of the theorems. More comprehensive 
introductions may be found in the papers [4] and [9]. 
Let X*(X  ~ denote the set of finite (infinite) binary sequences. If ~r ~ X*, then 
[ rr ] denotes the length of 7r. I f  x ~ X% then x(n) denotes the nth member of x, and 
x" denotes the initial segment of x of length n, i.e., x" = x(1) "" x(n). We will use x 
and y to denote members of X ~~ and lower case Greek letters (excepting q~) members 
of X*. We will be dealing with functions which have as arguments binary strings as 
well as natural numbers, and so we simplify matters by identifying with each natural 
number its binary representation in X*. We will use the letters i, j, k, m, n to denote 
natural numbers. The letter c will always denote a constant. 
Let {~o~}~x. be an acceptable G6del numbering of partial recursive functions 
(see Rogers [11]) such that the total recursive function s for which VCCaVn. ~Os(..o)(n ) = 
9~(a, n) (i.e., which satisfies the S-m-n Theorem) also satisfies the "linearity" condition 
VTr3cVa. I s(zr, a)[ ~ [ a] + c. Such a numbering is called by Schnorr [12] an optimal 
G6del numbering. Let A be the "universal" partial recursive function such that 
VzrVn. A(zr, n) = 9~(n). The minimal-program complexity of x '~ is defined by, 
K(xn; n) =- min{] ~r ] [ 7r ~ X* and Vi ~ n. A(,r, i) = xi). 
One may regard A as a digital computer and ~r as the encoding of a computer 
program which when run on A with input i produces xt as output. Thus ~r contains 
the information and procedure necessary for the computation of x i and so, intuitively, 
K(xn; n) measures the information required to compute xi, given i, for each i ~ n. 
This definition, due to Loveland (see [9]), is a variant of Kolmogorov's definition 
(see [8]) intended to ensure that the input i functions only as a stopping rule in the 
computation ofx i, i.e., the only information which it provides to a program computing 
x i is that i is the length of x ~. 
To simplify notation we will abbreviate K(x'*; n) by K(x; n). Now, K(x; n) depends 
on the choice of A, but by choosing A to be "universal" we will guarantee that K(x; n) 
will exceed the complexity of x ~ with respect to any other partial recursive function B 
by at most a constant, which depends only on B. We will refer to "W ~ n. A(Tr, i) = x i'' 
as the uniformity condition. 
By "3~n '' and "V~n '' we mean "there exist infinitely many n such that" and "for all 
but finitely many n." respectively. The complexity class named by f is defined by, 
c~[f] = {x e X~ l VO~n, K(x; n) ~ f(n)}. 
Since we designate complexity classes by the names of functions, we will use A-notation 
to specify the name of a function in terms of its values (e.g., An, n 2 is the name of the 
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function f such that f (n)  = n2). We will also use the letter c to denote the constant 
function whose value is c. We define the sets of functions, 
= {f  I f  is nondecreasing, unbounded, total recursive), 
o~~ ---- { f  ~ ~ I lira (n --  f (n))  ~-- + oo}. 
~-0 represents he set of effective names for complexity classes. 
Let ~b = {r be a computational complexity measure for {~v,},~x. (see [2]). 
Thus, 9 satisfies (B1), q~,(n) is defined if and only if ~,(n) is defined, and (B2) the 
predicate q~,(n) = m is recursive in 7r, n and m. We define the t-bounded minimal- 
program complexity of x n by, 
Kt(x;n)  =min{lzr l  [TreX* and g i<n.  9,(i) =x '  and ~,( i )  ~t (n )} .  
Intuitively, Kt(x; n) measures the information required to compute, for each i ~ n, x i, 
given i, within t(n) units of the computation resource ~b. Since the results in this paper 
will hold for any complexity measure q~, we will fix an arbitrary q) for the remainder 
of this paper. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer in our discourse to the values 
of the q~, generically as computation time. We introduce the following complexity 
classes. 
V[ f  I t] ~- {x ~ X | [ V ~ n. Kt(x; n) < f(n)),  
~gba[f] _-- U i [ f ]  t]. 
re#" 
ffba[f] is the subset of if[f] for which there is an a priori upperbound on the computa- 
tion time. We will see later that in dealing with the classes/[f]  t] of the bounded 
complexity hierarchy that it is sometimes necessary to consider both the bounds on 
program size ( fe  ~o) and the bounds on computation time (t ~ #-) as well as the 
relation between these bounds. One remark which will make the reading of the theorems 
easier is that in statements of the form .... Vf e o~ -~ ... x 6 / [ f ] ,  we have in mind very 
slow-growing functions f, while in statements of the form, ... VfE o~'o ... x 6 t [ f ] ,  
we have in mind functions f very close to An. n. We will also use the letter g when we 
wish to indicate that g is meant o range over all of ~0. 
We begin with an analysis of the (unbounded) minimal-program complexity 
hierarchy. The first two theorems represent absolute upper and lower bounds for the 
complexity of all sequences. We will refer to nonrecursive r.e. sequences as properly 
r.e. and to non-r.e. A z sequences as properly A 2 . 
THEOREM 1. (absolute upperbound). 3cVx, x e I[An. n -}- c]. 
Proof. We can always compute a string of length n by having it stored in the 
program and simply printing out the string. 
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THEOREM 2. (absolute lowerbound). Vx. x is recursive .*> 3c. x ~ Cg[c]. 
Proof. If x is recursive, then it is computable by a fixed program. Conversely, 
if x E if[c], then there is some program which computes infinitely many initial segments 
of x and hence by the uniformity condition, it must compute very initial segment. 
For recursively enumerable s quences we have the following. 
THEOREM 3. (upperbound). Vx. x is r.e. ~ 3c. x ~ ~[An. logsn + c]. 
Proof. Let h be a total recursive function which enumerates {il x(i) =- 1} in a 
1-1 fashion and let m~ be the element of {i ~ n ] x(i) = 1} last enumerated by h; 
then we can compute (uniformly) xn from rn,. Since m~ ~ n, I m~ I ~ logsn. 
THEOREM 1 (upper extent). 3x. x is r.e. and x 6 cg[ An. logsn]. 
Proof. See Theorem 2 of [1]. 
THEOREM 5 (lower extent). 3x. x is properly r.e. and Vf ~ ~o.  x ~ W[f]. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 14 below and the fact that cgba[f] COg[f] 
for every f. 
For A s sequences we have the following. 
THEOREM 6 (upper extent). 3x. x is A s and VfE~ -~ x r 
THEOREM 7 (lower extent). 3x. x isproperly A s and Vf~ -~ x ~ cg[f]. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 17 below. 
THEOREM 8 (density). Vg ~ o~'o. 3x, x is As and Vf ~ o~~ x 6 T[g ] and x ~ ~[g +f] .  
Thus we see that both recursively enumerable and A S sequences extend into the 
extremely ow regions of the complexity hierarchy. However, we see that A s sequences 
extend much further into the upper regions of the complexity hierarchy than do the 
recursively enumerable s quences. We must mention here a word of caution regarding 
the phrase "x 6 ~[f] ."  This does not say that the complexity of x is above f almost 
everywhere (i.e., ~/~o) but only infinitely often (i.e., 3~). Thus we are unable to conclude, 
in general, anything about how low the complexity of x gets (infinitely often). Hence 
the phrase "x 6 ~[f]  and x q~ C~[g],, says that the complexity is sandwiched between 
f and g only infinitely often. One can also obtain almost everywhere sandwiching 
(see Theorem 1 of [6]). In particular we have the following. 
THEOREM 9 (sandwich). I f  g ~ ~o and 3k Vn(g(n) <. k 9 log2n and 
g(n) - -  g(n --  1) ~ k) then ~c3x. x is A 2 and V| g(n) <~ K(x; n) <~ g(n) + c. 
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This is a surprising result. Inasmuch as the complexity of a sequence will vary a 
constant amount depending on the "universal" computing device chosen, this theorem 
can be read, "for every recursive g of order ~ An. logzn one can find a A~ sequence 
whose complexity is g." We point out that the condition 3k Vn. g(n) - -  g(n -- 1) ~< k 
is needed for technical reasons and does not pose a real restriction to the generality 
of the theorem. This is so because we are considering functions g such that V~ 
g(n) <~ n, i.e., functions whose "average" increment ~ 1. In fact, most of the functions 
which arise naturally (e.g., An. [logzn] and An. [n~], for p < 1) all have the property 
that V~n. g(n) --  g(n --  1) ~ 1. 
The sequences constructed for Theorem 8 and Theorem 9 are "naturally" A S in 
the sense that the natural, straightforward method of constructing such sequences 
produces A~ sequences. Indeed, it seems to be the case generally that if one wishes 
to construct a sequence satisfying certain complexity conditions, then if any exist, 
one can find a A S sequence satisfying those constraints. 
We now investigate the bounded complexity hierarchy. Again, the next two theorems 
represent absolute upper and lower bounds for the complexity of all sequences. 
THEOREM 10 (absolute upperbound). 3c 3t 6 f t ,  Vx. x ~ ~[hn. n + c [ t]. 
Proof. The program described in Theorem 1 is total in the sense that for every 
input string it produces an output and we can therefore effectively determine an 
upperbound for the computation time. 
THEOREM 11 (absolute lowerbound). Vx. x is recursive .r 3c. x ~ ~Oa[c]. 
Proof. I f  x is recursive and zr is a program which computes x, i.e., 9~(n) = x n, 
then 3c. x 6 C~[c [ ~b]. Conversely if 3c. x ~ (~ba[c], then x is recursive by Theorem 2 
and the fact that ~ba[f] _C c~[f] for every f. 
For recursively enumerable sequences we have the following. 
THEOREM 12 (upperbound). Vx. x is r.e. ~ 3f  ~ ~ "~ x ~Toa[f].  
THEOREM 13 (upper extent). Vf ~.~~ 3x. x is r.e. and x • r 
Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem 15. See also Theorem 12 of Kanovi6 [7] 
and Theorem 8 of [5]. 
THEOREM 14 (lower extent) 1. 3x. x is properly r.e. and Vf  ~ ~.o x ~ (gba[f]. 
THEOREM 15 (density). Vg~ -~ V f~ q~~ 3x. x is r.e. and x~Wba[g] and 
x ~ c#baEg + f ] .  
For A 2 sequences we have the following. 
1 Added in proof: Recent work by this author (see footnote 6) shows that r.e. sequences have 
the same lower extent as the A, sequences as stated in Theorem 17. 
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THEOREM 16 (upper extent). 3x. x is A S and Vf e o~ ~ x 6 W~a[f]. 
Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 17 (lower extent). 3x. x is properly A2 and 3t ~ ~.  Vf e ~o.  x e f f [ f l  t]. 
THEOREM 18 (density). Vg ~ 0~o. 3x. x is A S and 3t c o~'. Vf~ ~o.  x (~ ~ba[g] and 
x~[g  +f l  t]. 
We now see that A S and recursively enumerable sequences are nearly coextensive, 
the main difference being one of uniformity. One can view the difference in the 
respective upper extents as saying (very roughly) that there is a d~ sequence whose 
complexity is the "limit" of the complexities of all recursively enumerable sequences. 
However, the difference in lower extents is more important and deserving of some 
comment. Theorem 17 shows that there is a nonrecursive sequence which is both 
extremely simple and easy to compute. In fact, one can see from the construction of 
this sequence that its computation time is linear and that only extremely rarely is it 
necessary to change programs in order to continue to compute additional values. The 
situation for recursively enumerable sequences appears to be somewhat different. 
Note that the phrase "Vf~ ~-o. x ~ ~ba[f],, really means that "Vf~ ~o 3t E o~'. 
x ~ ~[ f  I t]." I f  it is not the case that 3t ~ o~. Vfe ~-0 x e ~[ f  I t], then we are able 
to reduce the program size of the recursively enumerable sequence of Theorem 14 
only by increasing the computation time. In other words, if f l ,  fa E o~-0 and if t i = 
/~t ~ ~-. x ~ c~[f~ [ t ] for i = l, 2, then in general t 1 > t~ whenever ft  <f2 .  Indeed, 
in the proof given in this paper it is seen that such is the case. Whether such a trade-off 
is the only way of obtaining a properly recursively enumerable sequence x such that 
Vf~ o~-0, x ~ ~ba[f] is an open problem, a 
There is another way of viewing all of the preceding. Instead of focusing attention 
on the sequences, one can consider the corresponding sequence of minimal programs. 
More precisely, we are interested in sequences of programs {~rj} for which there is a 
strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers {d~} such that: 
(1) Vj. d~ =/~n. 7rs(n) :A ~r~+l(n), 
(2) Vj. [~rjl < I 7r j+l [, 
2 Added in proof. This question is settled by this author in a paper entitled "Noncomplex 
Sequences: Characterizations and Examples," which appears in the 15th Annual IEEE Sympo- 
sium on Switching and Automata Theory, October 1974. Briefly, by a modification of the 
construction given in Theorem 17 one constructs a A ~ sequence whose complement is recursively 
enumerable. However, one question of interest which remains open is whether any r.e. sequence 
exhibits the above mentioned trade-off 
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and 
(3) 7q is minimal, i.e., VjV~r. l Tr ] ~ l Tq ] =~ 3n < dj. 7q(n) 4: ~r(n). 
For the bounded hierarchy we would also require 
(4) 3t ~ ~,  Vj Vn < dj . Vi < n. q~j(i) ~ t(n). 
We regard Tq+ 1 as being an extension of 7rr and dj as the point where we must change 
from cry. to ~'J+l (increase complexity). In the constructions for the foregoing theorems, 
we were concerned primarily with the dj, closely spaced d~. (i.e., frequent program 
changes) produced sequences of high complexity and distantly spaced dj produced 
sequences of low complexity. Translated into these terms, for example, Theorem 17 
says that there is a sequence of programs r such that each ~- is a fast program which 
one can use on as many inputs as one (effectively) wishes and one will be able to 
find another fast program ~r k which extends ~rj, and is only slightly larger than ~-j, 
and eventually computes omething different from what 7rj computes. 
PROOFS 
We present here the proofs of the theorems, and in some cases stronger versions 
of those theorems, presented in this paper. We begin by presenting the basic properties 
of the program complexities upon which many of the constructions to be given are 
based. 
PROPERTY 1. The number of strings yn such that K(y; n) <~ m is less than 2 ra+l. 
There are 2 m+l -- 1 programs (strings) of length ~ m, and each program can compute 
at most one string (of length n). 
PROPrRrY 2. For any t ~ ~', Kt(y; n) ~ m is a recursive predicate of yn, n, and 
m. This is a consequence of axiom (B2) for computational complexity measures. 
As is the ease in many other areas of the theory of computation, diagonal construc- 
tions are the crux of many of the proofs for the minimal-program complexities. This 
is certainly the ease where we wish to show x ~ c~[f] or x ~ ~a[ f ] .  In fact, all of these 
diagonalizations take a particular form and so for the sake of economy we present 
the basic construction here and establish some uniform notation. 
Let d and g be functions, not necessarily reeursive, such that d is strictly increasing 
and Vm > 1. g(d(m)) < d(m) -- d(m --  1). We give a (standard) procedure for con- 
strueting a sequence x, denoted by xa.g , such that V m > 1. K(x; d(m)) > g(d(m)) 
from which it follows that x r C~[g]. We use (i,j] to denote the set {k [ i < k ~ j ) ,  and 
y~i.j] to denote the string y(i + 1)y(i + 2)"" y(j).  We also define the function 
e(m) = d(m) -- g(d(m)) -- 1, for m > 1. The sequence xa,a is constructed by diago- 
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nalizing over the sets V,~ ={y~,C,o.a~mH[K(y; d(m))<~g(d(m))}. Quite simply, by 
Property 1, Vm contains less than 2 g~a~m'+l strings (of lengthg(d(m)) 4- 1), while there 
are exactly 2g~a~'~+l strings of lengthg(d(m)) 4- 1 so that there is some string of length 
g(d(m)) 4- 1 which is not contained in Vm. We let 8m be the least such string (with 
respect to the lexicographical ordering). We then define x ~'~m~,ao~] = 8,~ and x(n) = 0 
for n q~ (e(m), d(m)]. Obviously, V m > 1. K(x; d(m))>g(d(m)). All the sequences 
constructed by this process will have the form depicted in Fig. 1, where the striped 
segments represent the diagonal strings 8m. 
0 d(1) e(2) d(m- 1) e(m) d(m) 
I O . . .O lO . . .O l / / / / / I . , .  10. . .01 / / / / / / / / / / I  
FIGURE 1 
g(d(m)) + 1 
If d and g are recursive functions, then x is recursive in the set {(~r, n)[ A(~r, n) is defined} 
a recursively enumerable s t, so that x is a A 2 sequence. 
For constructing sequences of extremely low complexity, sequences which are 
densely populated with l's (or O's) are very useful. We use O~(n) to denote the position 
of the nth zero in the sequence x. A sequence x is called dense (in the sense of Martin 
[10]) if and only if V f~ ' .  V| O~(n)>f(n). The following facts about dense 
sequences will be of great use. 
Fact 1. If x is dense, then Vf~ ~'. V~ # O's in x n is less tbanf(n). 
Fact 2. I fx  is dense, then V f ~ ~'. ~~ O~(n) > f(O~(n -- 1)). 
Fact 3. There exist dense sequences which are recursively enumerable. 
In general, in showing that K(x; n) ~ m, one has to show that 3 ~'. ] ~" [ ~< m 
and V i ~< n. A(zr, i) = x t. However, in many of the proofs given below the programs 
7r constructed are of such a nature that we need verify only that A(zr, n) = x n. We will 
refer to "V i ~ n. A(zr, i )=  x i'' as the uniformity condition. In computing upper 
bounds on program size we will make constant use of the following two facts both of 
which may be proved using the linearity property of the S-m-n function s. 
Fact 4. If, for all but finitely many n, x n can be computed (uniformly) from the 
string fin, then 3 c V~ K(x; n) <~ ] fin [ 4- c. 
Fact 5. If, for all but finitely many n, x n can be computed (uniformly) from the 
strings fin and 7n, then 3 c VO~n. K(x; n) ~ ] fin I 4- 2" I •n [ 4- C. 
The following lemma will also be used several times in subsequent proofs. 
LEMMA. Let x be a sequence and w a strictly increasing total recursive function such 
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that V m. x(w(m)) ~ 1 (or = 0). Let fl~ be the concatenation i order of the values x(j)  for 
which j ~ n and V m. ] 4= w(m). Then, 3 e 3 t ~ JJ. V n. Kt(x; n) ~ l ft, [ + e. 
Proof. Clearly there is a program 7r such that V n V i ~ n. cp,([3,, i) = x ~. Because 7r 
needs only to read in [3, and print it out, we can choose zr so that ~%(y, i) is defined for 
all strings y. Letting t(n) = max{~b~,.~)(i)[ i ~ n, I Y [ ~< n), and using the linearity 
of the S-m-n function, we have that 3 c V n, Kt(x; n) <~ I f3, ] + c. 
THEOREM 6. q X. X is A 2 and V f ~ ~o.  x r c~[f]. 
Proof. Let y be a dense r.e. sequence, and define d ---- 0~ and g(d(m)) ----- d(m) --  
d(m - 1) - 1, and g(n) = g(d(m)) for d(m) < n < d(m + 1). By Fact 2 for dense 
sequences we see that V f~ -~ q~~ g(d(m))>f(d(m)) .  We construct x according 
to the standard diagonalization procedure, i.e., we let x = xa,g. Clearly, V fE~ -~ 
x r W[f]. The construction of x in this case is certainly recursive in y and the set of 
programs which halt, both of which are r.e. Hence, x is A 2 . We note that a weaker 
version of Theorem 6 is proved in Loveland [9]. 
TH~OREIvt 8. V g E ~o ~ x. x is A 2 and V f ~ ~,~o x r %a[g] and x ~ C~[g + f ] .  
Proof. This theorem and Theorem 18 are both corollaries of a stronger theorem, 
Theorem 18A. 
THEORF.M 9. I f  g ~ ~o and ~ k V n(g(n) ~ k 9 log2n and g(n) -- g(n - -  1) ~ h), 
then 3 e 3 x. x is A 2 and V~176 g(n) <~ K(x; n) <~ g(n) + c. 
Proof. Let d (1)= 1 and d(m)= t z j .g ( j )>g(d(m-  1)). Let k be such that 
V m. g(m) ~ k 9 log2m; then there is some N such that V m > N.  g(d(m + 1)) < 
d(m) -- d(m -- 1). It is also the case that V m. 1 ~< g(d(m)) - -g (d (m-  1)) ~< k. We 
alter the standard diagonal construction by diagonalizing over the sets 
V,, = {y~alml-gla~,,+l)).a~ml] I K(y; d(m)) <~ g(d(m + 1))} 
and obtain a A z sequence x such that V~ K(x; n )>g(n) .  We next show that 
q e V~m. K(x; d(m)) + c. To do this we show that we can compute the sets Di = 
{(rr, i)1 I ~r I ~< g(d(i + 1)) and A(rr, d(i)) is defined) for i ~< m by a program of length 
g(d(m)) + c. Let (rrm, i,,) be such that the computation A(~r,,, d(i,,)) halts last 
(according to some suitable parallel processing scheme) among all computations 
A(~r, d(i)) for (~r, i) e !,)j<,~ De. From (rrm, i,,), using the parallel processing scheme, 
we can determine all those (~r, i) e U~<m D~. Thus 
I ~,,~ I <~ g(d(i,~ + 1)) ~< g(d(m + 1)) < g(d(m)) + k. 
However, the complicating factor is that we must also have i~,  which may be as large 
57I/9/2-3 
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as log2m , in order to compute I,)j.<,, Dj .  We resolve this difficulty as follows. Let 
i* = izi. g(d(i + 1)) ~> l Trm ] and let j,,, = i~ -- i*. We can compute i,~ from zr,, and 
jm,  and hence we can compute x a~) from 7rm and jm. Also [~r,n [ ~< g(d(m)) + k -- 
(m --  i*) and I j~ I ~< log2(m -- i*). We can now find, using Fact 5, a constant c such 
that V~m. K(x; d(m)) ~ g(d(m)) + c. 
Finally, 
V n. K(x; n) ~ K(x; d(m,)) ~ g(d(m,,) + c 
<g(d(m~- -  1)+k+c 
g(n) + k + c, 
where m~ ~ ixm. d(m) > n. 
Note that the upperbound for the function g is determined by the condition that 
g(d(m)) ~ d(m) -- d(m -- 1) and g(d(m)) <g(d(m -- 1) + k for some constant k. 
Also this condition is used in two separate parts of the proof, to show that ] zr,,, [ 
g(d(m)) + c and to infer 3 c V~ K(x; n) ~ g(n) + c from 3 c V~m. K(x; d(m)) < 
g(d(m)) + c. 
THEOREM 12. V x. x is r.e. => 3 f ~ j~o. x E cgba[f]. 
Proof. Let h be a total recursive function such that x(n) = 1 <:> 3 m. h(m) = n. 
Using h, we can define in a straightforward way, a total recursive function zo which is 
strictly increasing and such that V m. x(w(m)) = 1. By the above lemma, 3 c 3 t c ~-. 
V n. K~(xn; n) ~ [ 3~ 1 +c. Letting f (n)  = l [3~ [ + c, it is easily seen that f c  ~-~ 
and lim,_~ (n -- f(n)) = + oo. 
THEOREM 14. 3 X. X is properly r.e. and V f ~ :T ~ X EWba[f]. 
Actually, we prove the following stronger theorem. 
THEOREM 14A. V x. x is dense r.e. =~ V f ~ o ~~ x ~ ~ba[f]. 
Proof. Let x be a dense r.e. sequence and let f ~ o ~'~ Since x is dense, there exists 
an N such that V n > N. # O's in x n is less than f(n), and hence we can define a 
recursive function d such that d (1)= N, V m. d ( f (m) )> m, and V m. # O's in 
x ~a~m),acm+l)] is less than f(d(m)). Since we can recursively enumerate the l 's of x, we 
can define a recursive sequence y such that V n. y(n) -~ 1 => x(n) ---- 1, and Vm. # O's in 
y~a~m).e~m+l)] equals f(d(m)). We then define a recursive function w which enumerates 
in order the l 's of y and define/3 n to be the concatenation of the values of x(O~(j)) for 
all j such that Ou(j) <~ n. Therefore by the lemma, 3 c 3 t ~ o~. V~n. K*(x; n) ~ ~[  + c. 
The two defining properties of d show that yn is composed of at most f(n) segments, 
each of which contains at most f (n)  zeros. Hence, V~ [13 n 1~ (f(n)) ~, and so 
Vf~o~-o. 3 c. x ~cgbe[An, f(n))~ + c], which certainly suffices to show that Vf~o~.  
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x E wba[f]. From the definition of a dense r.e. sequence, it is also clear that x is not 
recursive. 
THEOREM 15. V g e o~o. V f E ~o .  3 x. x is r.e. and x 6 ~Oa[g] and x ~ ~ba[g + f].  
Proof. Define dO)=2 and d(m)=~j(g(j) < j - -d (m-  1) and d(m--1)  < 
f ( j  -- g(j))). Let r be a total recursive function such that V i 3*m. r(m) = i. Define 
x(n) = 0 for n ~ (d(m -- 1), e(m)]. If ~o~(,,) (d(m)) is defined then let 
8m = 1~8. 8 6 {y(a(,~),a(m)][ Kq,~m)(y, d(m)) ~ g(d(m))}. 
Define 
x(e(m) ,d (m)]  ~ t 
3,~, if q~i,~)(d(m)) is defined 
0-  9 9 0, otherwise, 
g(d(m)) + 1. 
Clearly, if 9~(,,)(d(m)) is defined then 
V m > 1. K*~(~)(x; d(m)) > g(d(m)). 
Hence if t ~ ~-, then 3~m. 9~(,,) = t and so V t e ~.  x r ~[g I t], hence x 6 W~a[g]. 
We define the function w so that it enumerates in order the set [,)~>1 (d(m -- 1), e(m)], 
so that/3~ is the concatenation i  order of all the values x( j )  such that j  ~ n and 3 m. 
j~(e (m) ,  d(m)]. Then using the lemma and the fact that d(m- 1)<f(d(m)- 
g(d(m))), one can easily show that x ~ c~ba[g + f].  If  x(n) = 1 and n ~ (d(m - 1), d(m)], 
then it must be the case that 9~(m)(d(m)) is defined. Therefore, by Property 2 we can 
compute 8,~, thereby providing us with a procedure for enumerating the l 's of 
x. Hence, x is r.e. 
THEOREM 17. 3 X. X is properly A 2 and 3 t ~ ~.  V f 6 o~o. x ~ ~[ f  l t]. 
Proof. Define the function d by 
d(m) = max{~b~(m)[ I ir I ~ m and 9"(m) is defined} + d(m -- 1) + 1. 
Define the sequence x by the condition x(n) = 1 <~ 3 m. d(m) = n. Since x is recursive 
in the set of all programs which halt, x is A~. Let Tr~ be such that 
I,r,, [ ~ m and q~,,(m) = d(m) --  d(m -- 1) --  1. 
Letting m~-~ i~m. d (m)> n, we can clearly compute x n from % ,..., , r , , .  In fact, 
m n 
3 ca t~.  roan. K*(x; n) <~ c. y, (I ~, 3. 
i= l  
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Let f ~ ~,~o, then since S zr V~176 ~b,(n) > f(n), it follows that V~m. d(m) > f(m), and 
~n that V*m. ] ~r m [ <f(d(m)), and hence V~~ ~i=1 (1 zrt 1) ~ (f(n))L Therefore, since 
f was chosen from 3 r~ arbitrarily and independent of t, 3 t ~ ~-. V f  ~ #-o  x ~ c~[f [ t]. 
Since every r.e. set contains a recursive subset, it is clear from the definition of x that 
x is not r.e. 
THEOREM 18. V g e o~'~ S x. x is A 2 and 
x e ~[g + f It]. 
We prove a stronger version of this theorem. 
3 teo~. V fe# r~ xr and 
THEOREM 18A. Vgc~~ is Az and 3tco~'. V fc~ ~ x$~[g] and 
x~rg[g +f l  t]. 
Proof. By a modification of the above construction, we obtain a/12 sequence y such 
that Vfe~~ - 1)) and *) 3 tE~- .  V fE~ -~ yE~[ f l t  ]. 
Define d = 0 r and let x = xe.g. Clearly x ~ ~[g]. Since x is recursive in the set of 
programs which halt and in y (which in turn is recursive in that set), x is/1~. We 
define a function w such that w enumerates in order the set Um>l (d(m -- 1), e(m)], 
so that 3~ is the concatenation i  order of all x(j) such that j  ~ n and j ~ (e(m), d(m)]. 
Now w is not recursive so that we cannot apply the lemma, but in view of *), there is 
some t ~ o~ such that for any n we can compute all w(m) ~ n within t(n) steps from yn. 
Thus it follows that there exists a function t such that x n is computable from yn and 
3n within t(n) steps. Since VfcY'~176176 - 1))<f(d(m)) ,  it follows that 
V f  e~176 V~n. 13~ [ ~g(n)+f (n )  and from this in view of *), we conclude that 
3 t~o~. V f~ oqv0. x~[g  +f l  t]. 
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